
Plastic Dam - MasterPile MS 280 Plastic Pile
Section A-A Scale 1:50

Plastic Pile should be embedded
into sides of the Drain by 750
mm and should be driven
straight down to avoid creating
erosion crack in the side of the
drain.

Timber Beams are installed on the
downstream side of the SheetPiles to

increase the stability of the Dam. They
should be keyed into the side of the drain

a minimum of 750mm.
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MasterPile MS280 Plie located in
center used to control the water

level by installing lower than other
piles.
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Plastic Dam - MasterPile Ms 280 Plastic Pile
 Plan View Scale 1:75

A

MasterPile MS 280 located in center used to
control the water level by installing lower than
other piles.

Plastic Pile should be embedded into
sides of the Drain by 750 mm and should
be driven straight down to avoid creating
erosion crack in the side of the drain.

Timber Beams are installed on the
downstream side of the SheetPiles
to increase the stability of the Dam.
They should be keyed into the side
of the drain a minimum of 750mm.
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Plastic Dam - MasterPile Plastic Pile Dam
Section B-B Scale 1:75

Water Level
5m - 10m

5m - 10m

Dams should be placed at adequate
spacing's to allow water to back up

from the dam to a level above the
base of the next dam up stream.
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NOTES:

Plastic Dam Installation Guidance Notes using MasterPile MS 280 + Piles:

1. Installation of Dams in gullies and drains should always start at the highest end and work downstream.
2. MasterPile MS280 Plastic Piles should be installed so that water flows over the Pile in the center of the channel to prevent erosion of the gully sides. This

is achieved by driving the center pile lower than the other piles which will control the water level.
3. Placement of the dams at centers such that when the water backs up,behind a dam the drain fills with water to a level above the base of the next dam up

slope.
4. Timber Beams are installed on the downstream side of the SheetPiles to increase the stability of the Dam. They should be keyed into the side of the drain

a minimum of 750mm.

Photo Showing a Timber Reinforced MasterPile MS 280 Dam
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